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RPWs Now, you were going to speak about the identity orisis in

general.

BRS Yes. I think the identity orisis on the part of a number of

Negro writers and thinkers today, has attempted to turn the Negro

toward a separate state, a nationalism or a return to Africa, or

a rejection of whites and calling for the emergence of a Negro

expression. Many of them talk about Negroes as being the the

soul people and they feel that from this a great new thing is goir

to spring. Now, I happen to believe that the Negro is in fact at

this moment - does have a very peculiar mission, that he is, as it

were, the chosen people - by which I do not mean the superior or

that he's any better or that he's any more noble or any more de-

prayved. It means I think that he has now an identity whicoh is a

part of the national struggl6 in this country for the extension of

demooracy. He is a movement like many who are at the bottom of the

barrel, if he shakes the barrel shakes, and I believe that we are

chosen non-violently to eradicate from this country the last vestiges

of privilege and racism. This is our destiny. In the degree that

a Negro goes into the streets or into courts or into restaurants,

theaters, hotels, into the legislative halls or marohes before them,

as a part of that he will find his true identity, which is to say

that out of his absence of privilege he moves beautifully and non-

violently and in the prooes brings a great deal of beauty to his

country. Now, therefore, you will not find those who are deeply
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involved in the struggle conroened with the problem of identity

to the degree that you will find those who stand outside the

struggle doing nothing about it, debating who they are. A man

finds out who he is expedentially, and I think this is what the

real answer here is. Zed like to give you a tew illustrations.

For many years they have bees telling us we have an inferior school

system in this country. I think it was not until Negroes moved to

get quality integrated education that the whole nation nor is

forced to debate the school question. President Kennedy promised

the Negro and hit, leaders who marched on ashington that he

would, when they went in to see him the night of the March for

jobs and freedom, he promised them he would do something about it.

His answer, inadequate but a good start, was war on povery. This

was not because the hite poor were moving, but because the Negroes

had to move. Therefore, we gave something to the whole nation.

When one considers the situation in Congress, here the Congress

seess to be designed so that social legislation is difficult to

get, it is the movement of the Negroes trying to get the white to

vote which will remove from Congress many reactionary Southerners

who keep all of our grandparents from getting medical oare, because

they will block it. Now, our identity is to put content total

content into the Declaration of Independence, into the Constitution

of the tlited States, which will from the beginning in that

they institutionalised slavery. Our destiny is to clarify this

and to make a great contribution to all people. That is to say,
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number one, our destiny is here, not in At rica. It is in coopera-

ting with white people, not separating ourselves from then and

thinking we're different. It la in working with them, and being

the catalyst for basia social change in this country. Another

illustration is that although Pope John for en ecumeni-

cal movement around the world, the one place he got it fairly

quickly was in the cooperation of Catholics, Protestants and Jews

who for the first time were forced to Dome together to tight for a

civil rights bill beause we were in motion. Therefore, I take

oredit as being a part of the creation of this ecumenical movement.

And that's whyat I think our true identity is - struggle - and not

a lot of foolishness about culture and the like, but that the

culture which is truly new and which we will contribute lies in

our struggle.

RPW: That leads to another question. This, like all questions in

the future, is bound to be an open question, but how do you envisage

- what do you envisage as the meaning of integration? How do you

think of it?

BR: I think of integration as fundamentally being that every indivi-

dual, regardless of his color, will have the right and the obli F -

tions - both rights and obligations which are implied in the Con-

stitution and in the creative laws. This means that children will

go to school together. It means that color will have no place in

jobs, that before the law all men are equal.

RPWt That is, you are taking this on a civil rights basis, then,
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primarily an SKPC basis this is your ground work.

BR t Well, I think that that is the platform on which other thihgs

will con.. In other woerds, I think, sir, that you do not change

attitudes first, that attitudes are gravely shaped by the institu-

tional way of life we live, and therefore I do not expeot every

white person in the oountry to like me, given our history, any

more than I can not have some bitterness at timer toward white

people. W e are both victims of having been trapped for three hun-

dred years, and it wan't your grandfather's nor my grandfather's

fault really. And if it was, what differene does it makte4 W'tere

here now sitting together. And if I have to deal with you and you

are ill mannered, I do not have time to assume that and to look

into a pryohologioal history to find out why. I should deal with

the situation the way it is. And I think the same thing has to be

true of our saoial behavior. And therefore ultimately rome Negroes

will be rejected in a certain society just because they are not

nice people. So what's wrong is that they are rejected beoause

they're Negroes even if they are nice people. And so the attitudes

will come, but first we've got to have what I think you call the

FEPC approaoh.

RPiOe Now, I was to try to get beyond that, and I've talked to various

people on that question and some say wat you say as at the moment,

but it'r an open - it's a matter of we start there and then history

will take care of it in the 'utture .

Some try to envisage actual problems and actual programs beyond that
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point.

BR t Yes, well, S rould say that my philosophy of faith in history

leads me to believe that if you deal creatively and non-violently

with a prblem rhich is before You, you are then setting the ground-

work for a hundred years from now, no matter what the objective

situation is. I think it'. the same thiog a psychiatrist says to

a patient who comes in and talks about what he's going to be doing

in two weeks. The psychiatrist says, nos wait a minute, let us see

what you intend to do tomorrow when you get up. Because I think I

waent through enough social planning when I was a Marxist Communist,

and I know that the minute you have a blueprint you are - you tend

to get ends and means separated, because if you've got a blueprint

then any means is good enough to get to it. But I reverse the pro-

cess - non-violent, oretive ation now - take care of the rest as

you go along.

RPWS I could give you an example of what I was speaking of in Dr.

King's discussion of the third phase, you see, the phase past the

civil rights stage, the question of shat he calls - well, to use an

old phrase for it, the old, old phrase, self-improvement, a change

of standards - a Negro's responsibility, which is of course what

take any white individual in the same position -

adjusting change of status to the side one the sids which he lives.

BRt I am very unimpressed with this kind of thinking, because as I

look at how other groups in our society who had many of the oh raoteris-

ties - or were supposed to have had - that the Negroes are now ascused
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of - let us take all the ugly things they said about Shanty Irish,

all the things they said about the Italians being gangster types

and Jews being money crasy - all these things - as I look on how

other minority groups got out or the ghetto and joined the American

society fully, I discover that there were objective faotors there,

and not the notion of self-improvement. Self-improvement follows

those faotors. For example, many minority groups got out because

land was free. Others got out in times of economic expansion.

Others got out in a time of building of our cities and industrial-

isation. Others got out as trade union movement was being built.

The today is that the Negro finally rises and tries

to do better in periods of economic oonfusion, in periods of auto-

mation, when there is no land in the West, etc., and the trade

union movement is at a standstill. Now, I think, therefore, that

if others got out in - because of objective circumstances - this is

the reason I come forth with the earlier economic program I have

outlined to you, because my aunt, who has lived in Harlem in filthy

apartments for many years, got to the point coward the end where

she just didn't bother about training too much, because no matter

how much you spray the roaches still came back. You got in the

position where you prayed that the people beneath you remained

dirty, because if they sprayed the roaches then came up to you.

But now that she is living in St. Albans in a $18,000 house, her

lawn and the lawn of her neighbors is more manicured. They are

again exaggerated white and I think that the
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so-called improvement now, by this - oomes later. This I do not

mean that re should not teach our children to be honest and to be

moral and not to use dope, and all theme things. But the economic

self-iprovement and all of this that's so often talked about is

ridiculous. For one thing the Negro is a consumer. While there

are a few Negro millionaires, by and large the Negro population

has which is difficult, to save lCt* money

as a racial group which is almost unknown, what could ^ breaw into

that's a master industry? Kaiser himself spent millions of dollars

.end then ws finally run out of the automobile industry by steel

and others who didn't want him in it, in the automobile industries.

So that I say the beat way for the Negro to really improve himself

is to become a part of the struggle. Illustration. In Montgomery,

when Dr. King was crime amongst Negroes to one

another ftl almost to nothing because they had a sense of dignity.

RPWt Yes, I remember - yes.

BR: But certainly we should live up to all the standards, strive

for all the standards that the society This gives

me an opportunity to say something about Malcolm X here. Malcolm X

and the Muslims claim that they have cured prostitutes and dope

addicts, and I am paid to say that perhaps they have. I know one

fellow who was a dope addict that they cured. What they fail to see

is that they do not work to destroy ghettoes; they do not work to

get real jobs that are obtainable for people) they do not work to

get real education for the Negroes. Their mind is off on Arabia
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somewhere. So therefore as the ghetto gets bigger and conditions

get worse, for every prostitute or dope addict that they by some

religious aysticism bring out of it - and I'm more happy for their

doing it - the ghetto itself makes ten more. And therefore I think

one must keep one's eyes on removing the ob3eotive situation that

nakes for ghetto life.

RP'J?: Have you any guess about where Mralcolm X is going next?

BRs Well frankly I think there's every indication that MSalcolm X

doesn't know where he's going, and I think he's somewhat frightened

'o ome back here.

RPW: He's played in several directions.

BRs Yes - yes.

RPW: Have you read the Post article 4 In the Saturday Evening Poet?

BRs No - oh, yes, I read that. It's the one where he talks about

Goldwater -

RPW: directions.

BR: Yes. I feel he's dust lost.

RPW: How much organisation does he have available now, do you know?

BRs Oh, very little - practically nothing. There's a few frustrated

youngsters and a few oonfused writers and others, but even before he

left here these Sunday meetings which he was having got smaller and

smaller. Because he does not have any - he does not propose, if he

has any real answers to the immediate problems which Negroes want an

answer to.

RPWs It's a verbalism now so far.
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BRs Yea. And tragically, in verbalisation becomes

in a period of confusion.

RPwa Speaking of programs, that there is a good

deal of debate in the Negro leadership about the future of demonstram

tion, about the kind of demonstrations that are possible in their

next phase. what's your Line of thought on that4

BRs Well, my line of thought is - I have two things to say. I think

that we are in a period now where the fundamental problems can be

solved through assistance from the federal government. We're going

ta need millions and bil'ions of dollars for tearing down slums, for

publio works, and putting everybody back to work. That's a political

job. And you have to work at it politioafly. Therefore, we must go

into that job more deeply. However, secondly, I think that demonstra-

tions must still be called upon because demonstrations have two objec-

tives, not one. A demonstration first of all calls attention to an

evil and simultaneously pricks the onsciene of men. This will have

to be done in the future at many levels. The problem is that in

public acommodations it was possible to do the first and the second

simultaneously, and the second is to cure the evil. You can go in

front of a restaurant and demonstrate and prick the conscience, and

integrate it - in the same sat. In the porth, however, today, where

you are attempting to deal with jobs, schools and housing, you can-

not simultaneously prick the conscienoe and solve it. You have to go

to the legislature to solve it because you have to have billions of

dollars. This is a part of that crisis, that many people don't undsr-
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stand this need. But the demonstration is still valuable for the

first aspect. A third fat about demonstration is that instead of

demonstrations now, attempting to be fundamentally Negroes parading,

we mut gear these demonstrations I believe so that more and more of

the white dispossessed feel comortable in them. That is to say,

that instead of marching now for - by a restaurant, even if it

exists in the North, what we should be marching for, the Negro and

white togthler saying we will not fight in the streets ovbr jobs.

We know that full employment has to be had. Give us work. We want

no more relief. So I think there needs to be something new brought

into it, and that raises a very serious question.

RPW! Yes - the social base has to be changed.

BR: Fxactly.

RPW: Let me ask another question not off that but related to it -

a particular cse. Another matter of the school situation in New

York and elsewhere - but take New York. On one extreme we have

the position - we have the PAT people. In one extreme we have the

- those who sponsor massive busing system of total mixing as a

- the major criterion of education, the mixing of races. And how

do you plane yourself in this possible - oh, possible attitudes in

between those extremes - as of now?

BR:s I feel that the major problem has been the putting the thing

in these extreme forms. I think we have to say what kind of school

system do we need - number one, to prepare youngsters for the nature
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of Twentieth Century lire, which again includes automation, teohni-

cological change. And how do we prepare people, not only to make a

living, but to live creatively in a demoracy. Now, out of these

two things I some to the onclusion that we need quality schools,

and we need integrated schools, because I don't believe it's possi-

ble for people to live together in a society, in a democratic so-

ciety and be separated in going to school. Sohool is not prdpara-

tion for lito - it is life, and it ought to be demoore4 . Now

therefore my position is, let ua come forward again with something

dlhioh is so new, something which is so novel, that whites would not

dare to raise the question of busing, and that Negroes would not

dare to raise the question of busing, because I suppose you know

there are just about as many Negro parents against busing as there

are whites.

RPM: Oh, yes, I know.

BR: Now therefore the most creative idea that has some out to me is

- on a totally different level - is Dr. Maxwell Snowshen of the

educational park, that is, the university in effect for youngsters.

And the reason I say this ie, that if you will think of the high

school music and art which is in the center of Harlem, white people

fight to get their children in there. They don't raise the question

that this is a high - a criminal area. They Bight to get them in

for one simply reason. The High School of Music and Art is one of

our truly superior schools. Now, I think when the question of eduoa-

tional parks can be clearly seen, when we come forth - maybe that's
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not it - but when we do come forth with a real answer to how we truly

prepare people in the Twentieth Century and how we get democracy in

the school together, and come forth with a superior thing, people

will support it. I have that much faith in the American people.

RP's Lets assume that. 1eanwhlle, there's the mere business of

nose-counting, of our racial basis and the public school - in the

public school system as opposed to private schools or parochial

school systems. Just how is a reasonable integration program pos-

sible, given that 7

BR: I think that this is extremely difficult to conceive of For

example, some economists and people concerned with the movement of

population maintain that of the fifteen largest cities in AMerica

by 1972, ten of those cities will have a greater Negro population

than white, and that the school system rill have an even greater

(talking together)

RPW: Sure, because you have this other -

BRs Right. Now therefore I have never been one who took the view

that the3 school system and the board of education can deal with all

contradictions of our society in one fell swoop. Wherefore I am

approaechlng this also from another angle. I am urging Negro people

all over the country to fight now for low and middle income housing

in predominantly lily white neighborhoods, on the basin that if you

can then put Negro poor and white poor into those housing units,

that this would be another way or maintaining an area where there
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were Negroes and whites living alose enough to go to the same schools.

RPW: hat sort of resistance would you find with real estate people

on that?

BR: You would find terrific resistance, and I think that wrherever

we move on this, because of the confusions, there's going to be

terrific resistance, and I don't know that anybody honestly knows

the answer to this. But her again I believe that if you can make

a few simple steps, such as the Princeton Planning in so"'e areas has

attempted to do, and if we are careful in the process of trying to

gvt youngaters together who ought to be together, that this could be

helpful. low, the one advantage to the educational park is that it

gets at this problem of the unfortunate poor eduoation of some

Negroes, because even if some of them go to white schools, they may

end up in black classrooms.

RPW: Sure - sure-

BRs Now, the educational park provides for this, because there are

things in a huge Institution which Children, regardless of their in-

telleotual abilities, could do together - sports programs, nusic

programs, etc. So that I still 4ome baok to the educational park as

being one of the sanest ideas. Now if you ask me how are you going

to that, real estate places being what they are, the resistance of

and I don't know.

RPW: And how soon is another question.

BR: And how soon. So I think we are in a very serious, serious kind

of dilemma, and one of the things which I am hoping for, is that soon
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some of the country's greatest educators really get together and try

to, examine this in the light of the objective situation and not in

the light of prejudice from whatever source it coese and! pre-judg-

ient.

RPW:~ I just have a little - some sort of hesitancy about this par-

tioulat* problem that becoom's more arnd more acute every day in a

big city - I mean, really it's like - you Dan - a person in New

Jersey ran work things out, because you have some -

BR : Small .

RP°: t+ small - you can work it out . 7t seenia almost hopeless .

AR : That'+s becausee the Negro population in a place like Princeton

wall remain limited (talking together)

is to fundamentally work around. the Uiniversity. But there's no

great business there, it seems, that brings in great numbers of peo-

ple. I Agree with you that I do not see my way clear on the school

question. M any problems. Here converges all the contradictions of

RPWK the society.

RPW: The particular ones. (not audible) What about the problem of

centralistion of leadership in the Negro movement, the civil rights

movembnt " '11 say Negro - I+ll distinguish that from over-all civil

rig hts. You hear things on both sides, regretting it doesn't exist,

tearing its existence - something that equates osrtralisation

with a power push, you se. dome people say it means a defect in

resp'~neibili±:y because How do you think about

that subject'
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BR: Well, from long experience I would not want to see it - centrali-

zation. Because Z think I will see cooperation. For example, the

NAACP has a very neat cut-out job to do. The Urban League has a

job which is very clear to do. CORE - S160 - each has its own

job. And in fact, as one moves it causes aoomodation from the

other -one pushes one, one restrains one, and keeps us on what I

consider a fairly progressive course.

RPW: saay T interrupt? On that basis, how do you interpret the

SNCC and CORE attitudes in terms of the moa "torium proposed, you

see - back last - what was it? late July, wasn't it?

BR: Well, I feel that SNCC and CARE attitude was essentially the

fear that if they signed such a document, they would have difficulty

with their left wing -

RPW:s nith their own wing?

BR:s But ikat is interesting to note is that they have not engaged

in major picketing demonstrations and the like, and for very good

objective reasons. So that when you come to what I call the reality,

there has been this cooperation.

RPWS What they did has voided what they said.

BR: Exactly. And those of us who did sign it, wkah to Atlantic City

and were a part of that demonstration. So that it's - now the other

thing I wanted to say is pretty philosophical. That is that no

movement which has a unified leadership is a strong movement. There

need to be tendencies. There needs to be acommoadation. And I thibk
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a movement ultimately is stronger. Now when the tims we do

cooperate. There warn never greater cooperation tihan the ?arcbh on

Washington, the marches frantically to schools in ' 59 - '88 and

'59 - the prayer plgrimmage in 1957 and I know because I have

led most of these things, and I know that everybody has been co-

operative. Furthermore, under attack there tends to be coopera-

tion . There was no-

RPW: Yes, the ranks close.

BRi - you see - you hive the tour maj, or groups cooperating in

Mississippi on the voter registration - it !s an uneasy cooperation

but i t' s there .

RPWs what do you take as the gains in Missisaippi this summer-

the summer oampaign4

BRs Well, I think that the tmajor gain of the Mississippi projeot

this summer was that there were a thousand youngsters from all over

the North who carried back home an experience that if translated

back home can be very helpful.

RPW: Now, how would that work out back homae?

BR s I think that most of these youngsters are going to ool]s ge cam-

puses where they will interpret to other students on the campus what

life really is like in Mississippi, the terror, the dread, the fear

on the part of whites and blacks - because everybody is trapped.

secondly, I think it brought to the nation the concepts of

(end of tape)


